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Abstracct:
An inseparaable componeent of internattional space exploration
e
an
nd exploitatioon programs is space robootics,
ranging from
m space manip
pulators to pllanetary roverrs, and typicaally being connstrained, moobile and flexxible.
Such multidiisciplinary syystems ought to reliably peerform operattions in hostille outer spacee environmennts to
accomplish space
s
missionns. Autonom
my is particulaarly essential for future sppace robotics, since they m
must
collaborativeely operate millions
m
of milles away from
m the Earth, in
i partially unnderstood envvironments, while
w
dealing withh disturbancess, communicaation delays, and fast, com
mplex and frrequent missions, all of which
w
novel intellligent Guidaance,
render teleooperation imppractical. In addition to advanced technologies,
t
Navigation and
a Control (GN&C) meethodologies, capable of capturing unnique charactteristics of sppace
robotic systeems, should th
hus be in placce to enable thheir long-term
m and reliablee autonomous performancee.
As an altern
native approaach, in this taalk we review
w the role off geometric m
mechanics in the analysis and
autonomous control of space
s
robotic systems witth the application in the future space missions. These
T
applications range from asteroid
a
sampling to planettary exploratiion missions, where autono
omy is one of the
key featuress. Due to theeir mobility, space robotiic systems normally
n
havee unactuated and constraained
degrees of freedom
f
withh highly nonliinear couplinng effects. Neevertheless, tthey are inheerently symm
metric
from a geom
metric perspecctive. To studdy this symm
metry, we firstt introduce a group theoreetic categorizaation
formula for the kinemattics of multibbody
of joints thaat leads to a generalized product of exponentials
e
systems withh multi-degrree-of-freedom
m and nonhoolonomic joints. We thenn employ tools in geom
metric
mechanics too propose a unifying appproach to thee dynamical reduction off free-base an
nd nonholonoomic
multibody syystems with symmetry.
s
Ass the result, a nonlinear ouutput-trackingg control law
w is derived inn the
reduced phasse space that exponentiallyy stabilizes anny feasible traajectory.
In the secondd part of this talk, the misssion and visioon of the Auto
onomous Spaace Robotics and
a Mechatroonics
Laboratory (ASRoM-Lab
(
b) at Carleton Universityy will be intrroduced. At this researchh lab we devvelop
concepts, alggorithms, theories and meethodologies ffor the long-tterm, reliablee autonomy of
o the robotic and
mechatronic systems thatt will be dep
ployed in the next-generattion space miissions. Moree specificallyy, we
will focus onn the contribu
utions of ASR
RoM-Lab on on-orbit servvicing, extrapllanetary explooration and deepd
space explorration program
ms.
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